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                                                   Torroja News  

 

 
 
Objectius  

• Understand and appreciate how a news program and written news work 
• Investigate and explain different news about school and their city. 
• Compare and discuss the news in big group. 
• Design and select the logo and the background for the project. 
• Decide the most important news and divide them in sections. 

 
Descripció de la proposta:  
In this project students work cooperatively in order to create a news program. New 
technologies are integrated in a  globalized context. Students are going to develop the 
awareness of their reality which they will have to investigate, analyze and explain to the 
rest of the school. This project is part of the Arts & Crafts area focusing specifically on 
the digital and media communication. This project is a result of GEP2 programme. 
 
Aspectes didàctics i metodològics: 
These 9 sessions are based on a CLIL approach. Students work cooperatively in smalls 
groups to produce news by using technological devices such as computers, 
cameras,tablets, video editors, or chroma. 
 
Recursos emprats:  
.kahoot: https://create.kahoot.it/share/afa9782b-ec83-4a95-a417-40761a339027 
.genial.ly  
.tablets 
 
Continguts, competències i processos que es treball en de forma destacada  
 
Arts & Crafts 
. Digital resources in artistic expressions 
. Imagination and creativity in artistic expressions and communications. 
. Combination of different Language elements in the artistic productions :visual, music 
and body 
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ICT 
. Basic functions of devices 
. Text processor, multimedia presentations… 
. Audiovisual language: image, sound and video 
. We browsers: main functionalities 
. Plan and research 
. Digital information sources 
. Digital communicative tools and apps 
. Collaborative work tools and apps 
 
English:  
. Type of comprehension: global,literal, interpretative 
. Oral comprehension, production, and interaction strategies 
. Non-verbal communicative elements 
. Communicative situation elements:purpose, receiver, context 8. Loud reading 
. Phonetic elements 
. Text types 
. Topic, main idea and second idea in a text 
. Lexis and semantics 
. Morphosyntax basic elements 
. Written comprehension strategies 
. Written expression strategies:planning, production, checking 
. Spelling on common words 
. Searching and management of results 
. Use of ICT resources 
 
Alumnat a qui s’adreça especialment:  
 A1. 6th Primary School 
 
Interdisciplinarietat, transversalitat, relacions a mb l’entorn:  
Arts & Craft 
 
Documents adjunts 
.Torroja News project 
 
Autoria: 
Gemma Querol Doménech.Escola Torroja i Miret.Vila-seca. 


